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Standards 90878  90881

Part A: Commentary
Candidates who achieved well could understand more challenging language structures.    Many
candidates could provide evidence of their understanding of the texts as key facts, or more detailed
information. Some demonstrated that they could respond to those facts in ways that showed a more
complete grasp of the meaning.

Part B: Report on standards

90878:  Demonstrate understanding of a variety of spoken French
texts on areas of most immediate relevance
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

• wrote some correct and incorrect details
• wrote some details in the listening box page
• showed aspects of inconsistency and contradiction
• understood partly the text and then formed an answer around some facts
• displayed cultural knowledge and formed an answer around this rather than the facts in the text
• captured the gist of the text
• reproduced basic information but lacked development
• misunderstood false cognates.

Candidates who were assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

• wrote answers which were illogical, confusing and contradictory
• wrote a mixture of English and French in their answers
• provided very little information
• wrote incomplete sentences and / or disjointed words
• missed the general meaning of the text
• made little use of the listening box.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

• provided supporting detail
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• made good use of the listening boxes
• understood false friends and negatives
• understood grammatical structures but lacked understanding of nuance
• correctly interpreted the information given and presented the answer in the manner required by

the question
• included little words to add details and give a complete answer, e.g.. (vite) te faire des amis, (avant)

9 heures, (tout le monde) mange, parle (assez) vite.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

• wrote full answers with most or all details correct
• made copious notes in the listening boxes
• understood more difficult items of vocabulary in context
• included little words in their answer to demonstrate detailed understanding  (Presque)

toujours, (vraiment) chaud
• distinguished between tenses, e.g. je vais pouvoir, je mangeais, il y aura
• wrote targeted responses which included key relevant information from the text in a well-structured

answer.

Standard specific comments

The texts provided an opportunity to show general understanding, comprehension of and response to
more detailed information. Complex language stretched the more able candidates.

Vowel sounds confused some candidates  (du, deux) and this led to misunderstanding of the text in
places.

A good knowledge of little words such as vraiment, assez, toujours supported achievement.

90881:  Demonstrate understanding of a variety of French texts on
areas of most immediate relevance
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

• identified some correct details
• relied on cognates to assist them in their comprehension of the text
• confused false cognates such as ‘travailler’ (travel)
• wrote responses which were illogical in places “The film festival gave out prices”
• provided vague responses which lacked details
• did not identify less common items of vocabulary
• provided explanations with weak links to the text.

Candidates who were assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

• used their general knowledge in responses rather than evidence from the text
• misunderstood basic vocabulary and tenses
• wrote illogical responses, such as “travelled in a plane by train”
• wrote answers based on understanding of limited vocabulary
• wrote a mixture of French and English in the answer where the French words were not understood

‘very connue in the monde’.
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Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

• differentiated between words which look similar
• understood vocabulary which added detail to the text contre Portugal, entre sa maison et Paris
• connected answers and the evidence in the text
• provided translations of the texts without providing implied meanings
• had difficulty understanding more complex structures
• did not demonstrate understanding of nuance or draw conclusions.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

• wrote clearly structured and well-organised responses
• provided conclusions or judgements which were well-supported with ample detailed evidence from

the text
• understood nuances such as tense markers
• went beyond the evidence from the text to provide inferences
• used structures to help them provide inferences and conclusions, e.g. this shows that, the fact that,

in conclusion. 

Standard specific comments

Excellence candidates demonstrated their ability to work with challenging structures and material.
They interacted well with the texts, rather than translating, so that they identified implied meanings or
conclusions and used evidence from the text to support their answers.

Candidates used the scope of all parts of the questions to demonstrate implied meanings or inference.

Candidates who answer in French must rework the language to demonstrate clear understanding rather
than lifting sentences directly from the text.
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